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The heist 2009 film

The image is not available colour: Sorry, this item is not available Image not available Learn more Edit Luis is the head of the Columbia drug cartel. K runs LA. Erik is K's younger brother. David is Erik's best friend, who happens to be dealing drugs through the Luis cartel. When David cheats on Luis, things start to get nasty for both David
and Erik. K has been forced to change his plans to save his brother - plans that include robbing an armored truck in broad daylight on a busy Los Angeles street corner. What happens next is the story of greed, betrayal, desire, honor and connection between brothers and thieves. Plot summary | Plot Of Synopsis Armored Car Robbery |
mob action | robbery | robbery | See all (4) » Taglines: a story of greed, betrayal, desire, honor, and communication between brothers and thieves. Parents Guide: Add content to the advisory parents » Edit production was environmentally friendly using Green Power Generators, which reduce more than 70% of NOx emissions compared to
Tier O generators. See more » User Reviews Putting together the three most beloved actors in American cinema, Heist (also known as Maiden Heist) is a low-key, occasionally comic caper that, with the best intentions, unfortunately does not use its cast for any memorable effect, instead resulting in an enjoyable but ultimately outstanding
film. The film opens with Christopher Walken's Roger, a modest security guard at the art museum whose appreciation for one particular painting, Maiden, has become an obsession. Roger sees it in his life as a real woman, even his wife Rose, from his fantasies of rescuing it from armed robbers to his encyclopedic knowledge of its
origins. When it comes to transporting the painting along with several other works of art to Denmark, Roger connects with two other guards who have similar relationships with other pieces to steal them and replace them with fakes. This theft is anything but unusual, its planning and enforcement is carried out as expected. While this
means that the narrative lacks any real tension or momentum, the film seems more concerned with its principled characters than their actions. Christopher Walken has always had an enjoyable screen presence, with his unmistakable vocal delivery and almost naïve persona in full flow here. While occasionally Walken may get carried
away with these elements of his performance, his character is still a decently mild-mannered, polite but passionate Roger trying to maintain the love of his life (even if he is in the countryside). Similarly, Morgan Freeman's Charles belongs in the same vein as Roger; an aging but artistic soul who wants to keep meaning in his life by saving
his favorite painting. Together with academy award winners Walken and Freeman form a convincing friendship, and their clumsy portrayal of impotent enthusiasm gives the film some emotional significance. But when it was joined by William H. Macy George, a paranoid eccentric with in the military, the group dynamic has somewhat
canceled its too seriously way. Often his serious character (which is clearly meant to give many movie laughs) falls short of any strong humor. But all three actors better known for more serious roles clearly enjoy their fellow role. Apart from the fact that all three of these actors share a screen for this film, there is really little else to appeal to
him. Director Peter Hewitt, whose past films include the unfortunate Garfield, has moments of success in portraying the monotony of Roger's home life, but seems to lack much in the way of the comedic eye. Heist himself is very much a paint-by-numbers heist, with expected flaws giving something to your delight and, when accompanied
by an irritatingly repetitive soundtrack that runs throughout the film, the ending feels more like a relief than an exciting climax. Maiden HeistOriginal cover ArtSrpeter Hewitt Produced by Bob YariLori McCrearyRob ParisMorgan FreemanMichael LeSieurPeter HewittBrad JenkelDennis BrownDavid C. GlasserWilliam J. ImmermanWrote
Michael LeSieurStarringMorgan FreemanChristopher WalkenWilliam H. MacyMarcia Gay HardenMusic byRupert Gregson-WilliamsCinematographyUeli SteigerEdited byCarole Kravetz-AykanianProductioncompany Revelations EntertainmentDistributed byYari Film GroupRelease date May 29, 2009 (05/29/2009) Running time90
minutesCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglish The Maiden Heist is a 2009 comedy film directed by Peter Hewitt and starring Morgan Freeman, Christopher Walken, William H. Macy and Marcia Gay Harden. [1] The film was released as Heist in the United Kingdom. The plot of Roger (Christopher Walken) is a security guard at the art
museum, where he spends a lot of time abhors his favorite painting, Lonely Maiden, a beautiful woman abominly forlornly out in the distance. Despite being a woman, Rose (Marcia Gay Harden), she has become quite obsessed with painting. Rose wants Roger to retire so they can move to Florida. One afternoon, Roger learns that
several pieces, including Lonely Maiden, must be permanently moved to another museum in Copenhagen, Denmark. Unable to follow the maiden, Roger falls into despair until he meets Charles (Morgan Freeman), another guard who has a similar attraction to painting on the second floor, painting female cats. George (William H. Macy) is
also obsessed with a work of art, a naked sculpture of a Greek warrior; she often strips down and poses naked next to it during her night shift. Using the advantages between these shifts and experiences, George comes up with the idea of stealing his favorite works of art and replacing them with copies. Roger volunteers tag works of art
being shipped, while Charles and George seek help to imitate their favorites. Since Charles is a painter, he can paint the cat perfectly, but he can't catch the Lone Virgin. Men A street artist (Breckin Meyer) for this task of forcing Roger to steal Rose's Florida vacation savings to pay for the job. Rose becomes suspicious and almost ends up
taking Roger away from volunteer workers. George manages to replicate his sculpture and the Maiden copy is also finished. On the day of the exchange, George sneaks into the box in the shape. He successfully swaps three marked pieces, but can't resist taking down and posing in shape. The guard shows up, forcing George to hide in a
box without clothes on. The next morning, when Roger and Charlie (with the inadvertently being sent to Rose) come to collect him, a box containing George ends up in the wrong van. Panic-stricken Charlie gives chase, and they can successfully save George, who comes out of the shipping box of cloth, much to Rose's shock. After being
robbed without being caught, they retire their jobs and Rose is no wiser. On a trip to Florida, Roger is entinsted by Rose as he looks out over the ocean as he strikingly resembles the Lonely Maiden pose. Their love life has been rekindled. Meanwhile, three men hide their treasures on the roof of Charles' apartment so they can watch them
in their spare time. But when Roger looks at the painting, it doesn't inspire him like he once did. He smiles and remembers his wife. Meanwhile, in Copenhagen, a guard on duty passes through lonely maiden copy and looks at it, smiling. Cast Morgan Freeman as Charles Peterson as Christopher Walken as Roger Barlow William H. Macy
as George McLendon Marcia Gay Harden as Rose Breckin Meyer as starving painter Wynn Everett as Docent Christy Scott Cashman as Assistant Museum Director Anthony Cascio as museum guard Victoria Cyr as a woman walking poodle[2] Douglass Bowen Flynn as Danish guard Elisangela DiAlencar as museum goer Production It
was produced by the work titled Tn Lone maiden. It was shot mainly in Boston, Massachusetts, and several scenes were filmed at the Worcester Museum of Art, Worcester, Massachusetts. [3] The painting Lonely Maiden was created specifically by the film artist Jeremy Lipking. [4] Release Film had an initial release date of May 29, 2009
before it was left out after bankruptcy by its distributor, Yari Film Group. It debuted at the Edinburgh International Film Festival on 25 May 2015. Links ^ Freeman, Walken and Macy's chase Lonely Maidens!. June 21, 2009 Beverly actress captures plum role. Wicked Local (GateHouse Media). May 1, 2009 ^ Edinburgh International Film
Festival, 2009 Outdoor Links Maiden Heist is IMDb Maiden Heist at AllMovie The Maiden Heist on Rotten Tomatoes Retrieved from
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